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Danny Bergman, Asst. Ne~s editor center, will travel to
Ford Field in Detroit for Super Bowl XL.
Read about his experience at ttp://therealtithman.blog pot.com.
Also check out_notable campus member picks for the Super Bowl on page 9
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Dining services changes it up tor next vear
ating fees and $21 O is for food cost. Students would have $500 left in the
account that will be carried over to the
Note: This article is the second of next quarter until it's voided out after
two regarding Central Washington Unispring.
versity's dining services.
When the new meal plan goes into
effect next fall, 65 percent of the meal
With the operating loss of $760,026 plan money will go to cover operating
last fiscal year, Central Washington Uni- fees at the beginning of the quarter
versity's dining services is working on a whether a student uses the meal plan or
way to turn their financial figures back not. Students will pay 65 percent less
to black. Instead of meeting its than non-meal-plan students when tbey
$1,585,164 projected revenue, the purchase a meal, 25 percent less at the
combined budget shortfall of $2.37 mil- C-Store and 10 percent less at the
lion has pressured dining services to espresso bar. Items will be labeled with
closely monitor their cash flow.
two prices-the retail price and the mealA new meal plan: similar to a previ- plan price.Using the same amount of
ous plan, will be in effect next fall quar- money for example, the new plan will
ter. The change is to help ensure enough take 65 percent ($715) operating fee at
revenue to operate, to pay overhead _ the beginning of the quarter, so a stuand to save for the future.
dent would have $385 left. Then, he or
"When you commit to make certain she can purchase food for 65 percent
expenditure up front, we need to have less in the restaurants.
Pam Mah re, assistant director of dinthat flow of cash coming in on a steady
basis. But students are not using their ing services, said the new plan will
meal plan money. That's the problem allow the dining services to plan ahead.
we have this year," said Richard Coro"It acts like a forecast," Mahre said
na, vice president for Business and at the information session. "The number
Financial Affairs. "The main reason to of meal plans gives us an idea of how
change the meal plan is to provide sta- many customers will be eating during
bility to dining services and to serve the the quarter. That information tells us
student's better." ·
how much food to buy, how many
The current "Declining Balance cooks and student staff to hire."
Meal Plan" does not provide overhead
Students have mixed reactions
cost until students swipe theii- connec- toward the meal plan changes.
tion cards to purchase a meal. If stu"They're running a business so they
dents do not use enough of their meal need to make money," said Christopher
plan, they have money left over while Casey, ASCWU/BOD executive vice
dining services cannot cover operating · president. "But they're taking a huge
step to improve what's going on. The
cost.
Currently, when students purchase a ratio of money in your card to the
food item, 65 percent of what they pay amount of food you wi II buy wi II be
goes to cover dining services' overhead exactly the same this year as next year:
costs such as payroll, repairs and utili- It appears that you have less, but you
ties while 35.percent is the actual food pay 65 percent less." ·
cost.
Robin Townsend, sophomore inforTake the $1100 Platinum plan for mation technology major, however, has
example. If a student used $600 this a different perspective.
quarter, $369 (65 percent) goes to oper"This year, you pay 100 percent of
by Tieh-Pai Chen
Senior reporter

what you're purchasing,"
Townsend said. "But next
year, you will have to pay
more than 100 percent.
They take 65 percent operational fee at the beginning
of the quarter no matter if
you're going to use the
money or not, but only give
25 percent off at the (Store. i don't think it's
gonna save me any money."
Corona said the C-Store
and espresso bars operate
differently than Tunstall or
Central Cafe because tbe
food there costs more to
-purchase.
"We hope students go to
the place where they can
get the best value for their
money," Corona said. "They
need to understand they
have the option to use the
C-Store or to use the restaurant. That's the flexibility we
provide."
Just like the current meal plan, any
money left in a student's account stays
with dining services at the end of spring
quarter.
Patrick Stanton, enterprise financial
manager, said about $48,637 remained
from 2370 meal-plan-buyers' accounts
last year. That money goes to the 573
reserve fund that's shared by Housing,
Dining, and Conference programs.
However, s~udents wonder how dining
services still has a financial shortfall
with that much money unused every
year.
Corona said that excess is not
enough.
Mandy Mortimer, freshman undecided major, said she is upset because
the Bronze plan, which was the smallest
meal plan that cost $625, will not be
available to new meal plan purchasers.
"I have tried to use it [meal planl as

Dining Services Operating Costs
Distribution of Finances

6%

• Full time staff
• Students/Part time
Repairs & Utilities
• supplies$
Operations
• Debt Service
Reserve
Contribution

9%

Information courtesy of Dining Services

much as I can I buy shampoo and food
in the C-store and I eat on campus all
the time," Mortimer said. "It's kinda like
a rip off because I don't use all of my
money every quarter and I still have to
buy a new plan every quarter."
Some students said the money voided out at the end of school year does
not bother them at all.
"The whole idea of meal plan is that
you don't have to go off campus to eat,
especially for students who don't have a
car," said Christie Brister, a student
office assistant who works at the connection card center. '~It's part of the dining deal that you use it [the money] or
lose it. If so then why not use it?"
Kevin Kimball, assistant vice president of Business and Financial Affairs,
said that reducing labor cost, controlling inventory, and allowing food prices
to float with the market are other ways
to bring dining services back to a stable
financial status.
·
·

"There had been some full tinie
positions and student positions being
eliminated and that had impacted the
students a little bit. The goal is to save
$100,000 to $150,000," Kimball said.
"We have also tried to do a better job in
terms of purchasing. It's a fine balance
because we want to be profitable but
we are not trying to overcharge students."
Students may have noticed the fluctuation of the food price since last fall
and that situation had created some animosity among students. Corona said the
new plan will provides greater buying
power and to keep the·price more consistent.
"I'm not promising they [the prices]
will never change," Corona said. "But
because we will have better purchase
power at the beginning, it's more likely
for us to keep the price constant across
the year than we did this year."

Resnet helps computers
by Sean McPherson
Staff reporter

The Resnet Web site, the computing
system for all on campus students, recommends students to install multiple
security programs on their computers,
including an antivirus program, a firewall and multiple antispyware programs. However, when logging into a
lab computer, students see only Norton
Antivirus.
It turns out Norton is not the only
security program on lab computers.
Deep Freeze is a program that will reset
computers to a stored image, unin-

stalling and deleting anything that was
put on the computer, including any
viruses or spyware.
"If a student or anybody is having
problems or if they want to make sure
that the computer is in good working
order, all they have to do is restart it,"
said Carmen Rahm, assistant vice
president of Informational Technology
Services (ITS).
Another problem is if any viruses or
spyware get past Norton or Central
Washington University's network security, the computer will have that malicious software until it is reset. While
Deep Freeze makes for a simple solu-

tion for security, students may still have
to watch their habits.
Lynn Linnell, supervisor in Client
Support Services, said that building a
complete image of a computer takes a
couple of days, the longest part of the
process. This is done to update Windows, Norton Antiv.irus or any other
programs that would need updating.
Linnell said this process has to be done
between quarters but usually is done
two or three times during the quarter.
Linnell said the decision to imple-
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central honored
tor sexual assault
prevention tasks
by Megan Hansen
Staff reporter

A report published by the United
States Department of Justice in December 2005, has said that college sexual
assault is widely considered to be the
most underreported violent crime in
America. College women are at a higher risk than other .women to become
victims of sexual assault. With concern
rising across the country, colleges are
taking a step back and assessing what
they can do to improve thei_r sexual
assault prevention and assistance programs.
Central Washington University has
been recognized as one of eight colleges out of 2500 in the United States
with promising programs.
Gail Farmer, director of the Wildcat
Wellness Center, said one reason Central's program works so well is the commitment and collaboration of the people involved. Every two years they eval- have resources too," Farmer said. "It's a
uate the program to see if there is any- really fair and balanced policy."
thing they need to change or improve.
Students can get involved with the
Additionally, Central makes an effort Sexual Assault Victims Advisors (SAVA)
to get information out to students. One which includes three hours of training
major goal has been to increase visibili- that is offered twice.a quarter.
ty to reduce barriers for students report"The main goal [of SAVA] is to
ing assaults. All information students advise [students] on where and how to
need regarding contacts, prevention get services on campus," said Nicole
and resources is accessible through Dunn, co-chair on the Sexual Violence
Central Police and the Wildcat Wellness Commission. "This is a great way to get
Center at both the offices and through involved and a great experience."
the Central Web site.
Abuse, Support, and Prevention
Through programs put on during Education Now (ASPEN), a confidential
freshman orientation as well as follow- community program for victims of sexuup programs offered throughout the al assault and domestic violence, works
year in residence halls, students seem to with Central and offers advocate and
be getting the information.
education training.
"We've had the opportunity to have
"I wanted to get some experience
all freshmen participate in sexual working in the field of public interest · ·
assault prevention programs," Farmer law," Hillary Logan, senior sociology
said. The program many students might major, said. "They [ASPEN] have a court
remember from orientation called "Sex watch program for domestic violence
Signals" gives students an entertaining, and rape cases. It's pretty brain numbyet eye opening idea of how easily sig- ing because you have to go through a
nals can be misconstrued.
lot of scenarios that are pretty sad."
All the focus on visibilfry seems to
Logan, who is currently participatbe working.
"ing in the 27-hour training program,
"We're seeing more reports [of agrees Central's program is successful.
assaults]," said Lt. Kevin Higgins, Cen"We have the opportunity to edutral Police. "Our stats [show] four to five cate big groups of people through the
reported [directly] to the police a year."
university," Logan said.
Central's programming isn't just
Central is sending information out
focused around what to do and where to faculty and staff through a pamphlet,
to go if you're sexually assaulted, but "Sexual Assault Response Guide"
also ways to protect yourself for both which includes information on how to
men and women.
help, definitions, campl!s police, re"The .university's student affairs porting, resources and victim's rights so
office wants to know that the accused they know how to help if approached.

COMPUTERS: Deep Freeze
protects ·c ampus computers
~ continued from

2

fro~

virus

away important information. Scams like
phishing, where people send e-mails
masquerading as a business asking for
private information, is one of the largest
.means of identity theft.
' Rahm said, a report evaluating security at Central has to be sent to the state
every year. Also, every three years, there
is an audit of Central's security, which
will be happening this year.
ITS has a security awareness page
on its Web site that was put up as part of
Cyber Security Awareness Month,
which happened in October, and is
keeping it up all year.

ment Deep Freeze about two and a half
years ago was a hard decision. But w!th
the barrage ·of..spyware thaf,was h.a'.epening at the time, Deep Freeze w,as"'
put in to counter the threat.
...
Heather Gunter, junior fashion merchandising major, said she has to work
in the labs in order to use programs like
Microsoft Word which aren't available
on her Mac. However, she actually isn't
concerned much about security in the
labs.
"I pay attention to the virus alert
things, but I usually don'J: worry about it
too much," Gunter said.
The biggest threat in the lab that stu- .
de,nts face, Linnell said, is users giving

For
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information,
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Student Readership
program gets going
by Sarah Bertolani
Staff reporter

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

The facilities management grounds crew starts at four in the morni~g to work on winter conditions.

Snow brings
by Carleigh Lorenz
Staff reporter

Winter maintenance is something
that most students don't think about.
They probably notice the sand ~h~n
they drag it into their rooms, but they
might not realize how much work goes
into winter maintenance. Last year, the
facilities management's grounds crew
used 300 cubic yards of sand. So far this
year, they have used 150 yards of sand.
"We use both sand and salt. This is
the first year that we've used Department of Transportat ion approved rock
salt. We usually blend it with the sand.
Sometimes we use straight salt after
plowing because it ices up quickly
here," Jeff Mumma, grounds supervisor
said.
One student thought maybe there
could be an alternative.
"I was thinking that there would be·
something they could do to get the
water off the walkways· before it
freezes," Shuan Thorson, junior graphic
0

~ut

the sand

design major, said.
and academic areas, maintains housAlthough some students may think ing areas, trims plants and removes
their classes are too early, especially trees and shrubs, fertilizes and mows
those starting at 8 a.m.; the facilities the lawns, maintains all of the sports
management's grounds crew starts work complexes and handles snow
at 4 a.m. when there are three to four removal and flood control.
inches of snow on the ground.
"We use everything. We have
On a normal day with no snow, the eight tractors with plows, two dump
grounds crew starts at 6 a.m. Facilities trucks with sanders; a backhoe and
Management staff normally works eight lots of hand shovels," Mumma said.
hour shifts with opportunities for overMost students seem to think that
time, but if there is a lot of snow on the the grounds crew is doing a good job.
ground, they switch off shifts to work 24
"I think that in some places it's
hours.
·good, like on the main drives and in
"They have to do it [work so early] other places it can be a bit messy. The
to get it done before the students are rocks and sand can get a little irritatout, so it's a necessary evil," Travis ing. The snow is well kept to the
Yoerger, sophomore information tech- side," Lindsey Ellwanger, sophomore
. nology specialization major, said.
elementary education major, said.
Mumma said that the grounds crew
Once the snow and ice clears up,
is in charge of everything on the the sand will be swept up, although
grounds, winter maintenance and prun- sometimes it can get put down again
ing. According to Central Washington the next day. Mumma said that when
University's Facilities Management: the sar.ld gets swept up, "we stockpile
Maintenance and Custodial Web site, it and recycle it and use it when we're
the grounds crew maintains grounds putting in pipes underground."

This time though, Aronica and his
team were more prepared. The newspapers are ordered on a smaller scale with
400 papers coming in. daily compared
to the 500 to 700 papers that were
being brought in before. Also the papers
only cost 15 to·17 cents as opposed to
the 47 cents of 2002's project.
"This program is nowhere near complete," Aronica said. "As students begin
to read more they'll realize there is ..
more out there to read."
The newspapers seem to be leaving
the stands at a quick pace as many students are taking advantage of the free
papers.
"I try to read the paper if 1 have a
break if I see it on my way to class I'll
grab it," said Megan Klope, sophomore .
individual studies major.
All that was available for students at
no cost previous to this quarter was the
weekly Observer and the Daily Record,
now students have more options.
"l think it's a good idea because it's
nice to see what's going on outside of
this little town," said Klope.
This project began in November at a
Service and Activities committee meeting where the proposal was evaluated
by the board for funding. It was a joint
effort between the students and the
administration that got this program in
motion and on Jan. 4 the request for the
funds was approved.
The Daily Record portion of the
program is being funded by the President's Office while the other two newspapers are what the S&A fee covers.
Students can find the Seattle Pl, the
Seattle Times and the l;)aily Record in
the Samuelson Union Building, the Student Union Building and Recreation
Center, Tunstall and North Village Cafe
Monday through Friday excluding holidays and the summer.

Every quarter, each student is
charged a $35 Service and Activities
fee. This fee covers different projects
around campus such as Ware Fair, The
Burg, the Observer, Club Senate, Pep
Band and much more.
As of Jan. 12, this fee also covers a
Student Readership Program in which
400 free copies of the Seattle Pl, the
Seattle Times and the Daily Record are
available at no cost around Central
Washington University's campus.
"There is mutual desire to increase
newspaper readership among students
and to enhance their overall experience at CWU," said Cathy Clark, The
Seattle Times Company in an email to
Tony Aronica, Associated Students of
Central Washington University Board
of Directors president.
This program was a joint effort
among the students of Central, the
administration and The Seattle Times.
Accordingly all will benefit with
this arrangement as The Seattle Times
will be investing in future readership
and increased paid circulation while
Central will be improving education
and the quality of life for students.
This isn't the first time this program
has been offered on Central's campus,
however it is the first time it will continue for at least the next five quarters.
The last attempt was from 2002 to 2003
and there were a few "unforeseen
obstacles," said Aronica .
The program was originally set up
for a year and it took longer than anticipated to get started.
The program never got a chance to
set in with students, and the costs were
too high for the number of newspapers
that were actually getting picked up
· and read.
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Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m.
Monday the week of publication,
must be typed, less than 300 words
and must include your name and
phone number. Only one letter a
month will be accepted from an individual. Anonymous letters will not be

PINI-ON
pushed the bill in the legislature since
1995 after taking it up from Senator Cal
Anderson, commented that if the bill
passed it would prove that democracy
worked.
The bill passed, and though it took
nearly thirty years, it does show that
democracy works in our state. Now we
have to see where the law takes us. It
could even take us to the legalization
of same-sex marriages.
Our state Supreme Court is currently set to decide on the legality of gay
marriage, after hearing arguments
against last year's ban on gay marriage.
The decision could come as early as
March before the legislative session
ends.
If the Supreme Court rules in favor
of same-sex marriage the legislature
could be called upon to make a decision about a gay marriage law, but it's

Februar 2, 2006
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On Friday,
Jan. 27, after
28 years of
waiting, push.,
ing, pleading
and voting
our state legislature
passed the
Gay Civil
Rights bill
Allison
(House
Bill
White
2661) with a
Editor-in-Chief
Senate vote
of 25-23.
The bill essentially expands the
state's existing anti-discrimination law
and grants sexual minorities protection
in matters of employment, public
accommodation, finances, and housing. Before the Senate voted Representative Ed Murray (0-Seattle), who

0 inion -

hard to tell if it might happen too fast.
And it is an election year, which means
hot senate races and political mudslinging from both sides. Even now
there is controversy over the Gay Civil
Rights bill.
.

so the voters could decide whether to
pass the law.
Obviously the matter of same-sex
marriage isn't clear-cut, and most of us
know that because of what happened
in Massachusetts and San Francisco in
2004. If the issue was
simply to decide yes
or no, it would have
been done by now.
I'm confident in
our state that if the
court does indeed
decide to support gay
marriage we would
pass a law, and rightly
so. Washington is one of the most progressive and liberal states in America,
and though we sometimes don't see it
reflected in our community of Ellensburg we are all aware of things that set
our state apart from the rest. Maybe it's

OJSERVANCE
~ay Civil Rights

bill passes
after 28 years of debate

lim Eyman, everyone's favorite initiative promoter, is back and this time
he's collecting signatures to freeze the
Gay Civil Rights bill. If Eyman gathers
enough signatures the bill would be
null until put on the November ballot

published.
The Observer reserves the right to edit
for length style, grammar and libel.
Please mail or e-mail letters to: The
Observer, Central Washington
University; observer@cwu.edu or by
fax to (509) 963-1027.
1

our penchant for recycling or all the
{;Offee we consume, but there is something different about us Pacific Northwesterners.
I hope that difference can lead us to
a resolution that will make everyone
else follow our example and be proud
they did. I, for one, am exceptionally
glad the Gay Civil Rights bill passed
because it demonstrates the acceptance and tolerance our state possesses,
which makes me a proud citizen. If the
bill can take us to a bigger issue, and if
we accept that bigger issue I will be
even prouder.
And I suppose if you just don't care
about politics today you can still be
proud to be from Washington because
the Seahawks are in the Super Bowl.
1

Allison White is the Editor-in-Chief and
can be contacted at whiteal@cwu.edu

Letters to the Editor: Jason stirs up sot1te controversy
I appreciated and agreed with your
opinon article referring to the "I agree with
Jason" campaign. _As a member of Campus
Crusade for Christ, I admire Jason's boldness for telling people his faith, but there
was an event that most people didn't see
on Jan. 26th. A couple of people from the
Empowerment Center came to the event,
asked thei ~ questions, did not get answers,
then passed out their flyers for the women
again violence programs they are running.
Because of the questions they asked, the
director of Crusade made them move from
the area they had been passing out flyers,
before even reading them himself.
My challenge to the director of Crusade and the clique of 15 people who
seem to do everything and overloo~ and
ignore members like me, as well as all
Christians, is to step up and be a Christian
who tolerates and respects different view
points. Not a Christian who judges people
because they don't share the same views.
Judging is just as much a sin as taking the
Lord's name in vain .
As someone who wants to draw more
people to Christianity, judging people is

not going to entice people to the faith .
There is more to Christianity than telling
people they are sinners, it helps to be
accepting of all faults and gifts1not just
evangelism.
Jennifer Mclaughlin
Senior·
English, Creative Writing major
I wanted to give a brief explanation for
the "Do You Agree?" campaign that just
took place on campus. Whether people
liked the event or not is a null point. If the
only events held on campus were ones that
we agreed with or were comfortable with,
when would we ever be challenged, educated1 or intellectually/ spiritually
enriched? After the program ended I talked
with two girls who disagreed with the
Gospel message of the event, but if the
event had not happened our discussion
would not have happened. The three of us
would have been robbed of a wonderful
exchange of ideas. ·
The advertising strategy was clearly the
most troubling aspect.for critiques. When I
first heard of the way these events were
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held I questioned the strategy myself. But
upon further reflection, I came to peace
with the style. Secrecy is a widely used
and effective tool in advertising. We used
secrecy in our advertising to get people
talking about the program itself. This was
clearly a success.
The second goal was to entice people's
curiosity. There are some people who
wouldn't give someone a second to tell
them about religion (especially Christianity) and how it has impacted their lives. So,
the objective in advertising this way was to
get these people to come to the program
by teasing their curiosity. If they come
because they're curious, they might allow
themselves to be exposed to something
new.
But bear in mind, we did not lock the
doors. We did not force anything on them.
In fact, while most people stayed and listened I saw about three people get up and
leave. This was their right and we respected this. Thank you for taking the time to
read th.ese thoughts.
Brandon Wasserburger
Co-leader of SALSA

I want to address a couple of issues
about the 'Do You Agree?' c~mpaign.
Many people seem to think it was deceptive and that people were pressured to •
believe what Jason had to say. As one person said "This started with a question, followed by some people who acknowledge
that they agree with something, and finished with that person stating his beliefs." ·
That's it. No pressure and deception there.
People are looking for a reason to
despise this campaign and one of the easiest things to say is "it1s secretive and therefore deceptive" or "it's secretive and people are pushing their religion on me." It's
not deceptive. If it were we would have
promoted one thing then presented something else. It's not a matter of pushing religion on people-ifs about getting people
to think about the worldviews they have
and question whether those answer the
deeper issues in life. Think what you will,
but don't be qu(ck to form opinions before
you've sought after the truth and can back
it up with more than your feelings.
If people had gone out and searched
for the answers, they would have known
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what this campaign was about. But apathy
seems to be prevalent on this campus and
people want answers in two minutes or
less. Creating an air of mystery about Jason
encouraged people with formed opinions
to come hear Jason out before they completely rejected the whole thing. It's only
fair to give the guy chance to speak and
give your arguments a two-sided view. If
you didn't go to the event, you can form •
your own opinions, but you.didn't even
hear Jason out-therefore you still have a
biased view of the whole thing. If you went
to the event, you have my attention.
Seek out the truth, ask the whys, and
don't form opinions because someone put
words to your feelings. Your feelings and
the facts are different, so get the facts. If ·
you want to refute, refute on the basis that
you have done your seeking and feel confident that you have found the answers after
a long and arduous search. As far as the
campaign goes, there is always a reason to
protest, because people see what they
want.
Irina Lyamin
Biology Major
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on Central's campus.
The club, entitled The Walt
Disney World College Program
Alumni, is made up of Central students who have gone through internships with Disney. The Walt Disney World
College Program Alumni, as an official club,
can inform students about the program through
posters, flyers and informational booths.
"We help to let other students know the program, what it is, what benefits it has for students and
, how they can apply and go through the process,"
said Elizabeth Marsh, senior tourism major and campus representative. "Then when Disney comes here
we help promote the info session all over campus and
talk to people about it and get them to come out to the
presentation and answer their questions."
Beginning Feb. 1 the Disney club will have an information,*b,.:Q~).h in the Samuelson Union Building. The
booth ,}.Vi~J '6e up until Feb. 7, the day of the Disney

by Ryan Fudacz
Staff reporter

Disney theme parks are infamous
for their towering roller coasters, cartoon
characters and family entertainment.
Though amusing, Disney parks have been
offering more than just entertainment to college
students. The Disney College Program, established in 1981, allows students to gain work experience, learn from Disney leaders and make lasting
friendships.
"It's awesome training and because I've had that
[Disney training] and know the Disney standards I've
been very successfurin the rest of my jobs," Annie Castie, senior tourism major, said. Castle is also a Disney
campus representative.
Central Washington University students will have
the chance to speak with a Disney College Program
recruiter for the chance to advance their occupational
skills.
preser&~921,:'
According to Disney's press release, students . The"everit will be held at 12 p.m. and 5 p.m. on
involved with the program travel to Disney theme ,Feb. ? i ~- .~: 1SYB's Yakama Room. Disney recruiter
parks and gain real world work experiences·' ""li.Jlie· ill speak and interview students
through a variety of jobs, such as cust~dial;,j;., ,inter g
,
ecoIT1ing involved with the proattractions and merchandising.
sram. ~- .
J::
'
. . !!Although partiq~ants may not pursue a
h~ hospitaJity, entertainment or .
~~8if ; ~,d~s,~ri~s, :i~~y will h~ve the
, . photos courtesy of~nnie Castle
· ortun1ty tq,Jearn'SR1lls that w1H be
_Above Left: Annie Castle,
· ~''the111 in any
th~ir '..
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Wine connoisseur shares her talent
'

by Andrea Rust
Staff reporter

World-renowned wine instructor and Central
Washington University's World Wine Coordinator
Amy Mumma, knew at a very young age she loved
wine. The study and enjoyment of wine has been her
Iifelong passion.
"Wine was a part of our culture growing up,"
Mumma said. "I also lived and studied in France for
several years learning and traveling around the different wine regions."
Today, Mumma can lay claim to being the world's

top female wine professional, after winning the prestigious title of Professional Wine Woman 2005, the top
award of the International Wine Women Awards in
Paris, France.
"It is truly a huge honor for me to be recognized for
my accomplishments and my skills," Mumma sa id.
"It's a new thing to recognize women in the wine
industry, because it is predominantly men."
Mumma competed among 167 other women from
20 countries. Ten finalists were selected to present
their technical knowledge, tasting, and presentation
skills.
"They told me two weeks before I was supposed to

leave," Mumma said of the competition. "So I didn't
have long to prepare!"
In the end, wine judges from Europe and the United States selected Mumma as the winner in the professional category.
"I didn't expect to. win," Mumma said. "And the
other competitors are great women."
Along with holding the Wine Woman 2005 title,
Mumma also holds the Advanced Certificate of Wine
and Spirits from the Wine and Spirit Education Trust in
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London. She also has a Diploma of Tasting from the University de Bourgogne in
Dijon, France and has traveled to many of the world's vineyards and wine producing areas. She is also the only Master of Wine candidate in Washington state from
the prestigious Master of Wine program at the Institute of Masters of Wine in London.
In 2002, Mumma founded Central's wine studies program through the Office of
Continuing Education.
"She is very engaging and makes things fun," said Jonica Bridges, who has taken
classes from Mumma. "She is so knowledgeable, inspiring, and makes me want to
learn."
The program offers business training for members of Washington's wine industry, academic programs for students and short courses for anyone.
"She is so wonderful and funny, and she really engages you," said Susan
McPhee, who frequently takes wine classes from Mumma.
Washington state statistics show there are more than 11,000 wine. . related jobs
in the area and only 25 percent of those involve growing grapes and wine making,
while the other 75 percent of those involve business and trade in the wine industry.
"Throughout my studies I noticed there is a lack of academic programs that
focus on the business aspect of wine. We need to fill the gap that is not being
filled," Mumma said. "Central offers the only program of its type, and we focus on
the global wine market while most other programs focus on grape growing or wine
making."
Washington state is the nation's second largest wine producer, according to the
Washington Wine Commission.
"Eastern Washington has a great climate," Mumma said. "And Central is great
because it's a teaching university with an open environment and we are right in the
middle of wine country so we get great hands on experience."

by Laura Craves
Staff reporter
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Amy Mumma won the prestigious title of Professional Wine Woman
2005, the top award of the International Wine Woman Awards in Paris,
France. She beat out 167 other women from 20 different countries. She
als~ teaches the wine classes at Central Washington University.

Central offers three-hour basic wine education classes and has recently recorded a series of DVDs. Many people have a conception that wine is only for the affluent, but this is something Mumma would like to change.
"My goal is to take down the barriers of intimidation and wine snobbery," Mumma said. "Wine is meant to be enjoyed with food and friends, and people should
have fun with it!"
Between teaching and traveling this wine enthusiast doesn't plan on slowing
down anytime soon. Her mission is to continue teaching others and focus on
expanding Central's World Wine program.
"Wine is more than a beverage," Mumma said. "It inspires passion."
If you would like more information about the World Wine Program at Central
contact Amy Mumma at 963-1754.

Imagine having a job that involves
traveling around the world visiting different wineries, learning all about the
wine industry and getting to taste thousands of different wines.
Amy Mumma, Central Washington
University's World wine program coordinator, has this dream job, and wishes
to share her knowledge.
The courses offered at Central are an
e~citing and hands on way to learn all
aspects of wine and the wine industry.
Mumma started teaching various
wine trade classes and wine appreciation courses to share her knowledge of
wine with the public.
"I was looking at other existing college [wine] programs and they all
focused on' brewing and not on the
business aspect of the wine industry.
Our program is here to focus on the
business side as well," Mumma said.
Wine consumer courses are open to
the public and the classes are offered
once a month. Around 70 people usually attend these classes, including people from all over the state.
People can expect to leave these
classes knowing more about wineries
all over the world, what kind of wines

go best with certain meals, how wine is
made and much about the business side
of wine making as well. Karen Lee
from Yakima attended a class with her
husband simply to learn a bit more
about wine.
"I am interested in learning more
about wines from all over the world,
and to see how Washington wines compare with other places. I also like learn-_
ing the right vocabulary so I don't
sound like an idiot'' Lee said.
While all of the consumer courses
are filled for this year, Mumma will offer
a series of wine appreciation classes
opening in March. Anyone age 21 and
over is welcome to attend -- spot:S fill up
fast so make sure to register early.
For those who wish to not only learn
about the wine industry, but receive
Jamie Dziubek/Observer
credit while doing it, Central offers a
Students in Amy Mumma's wine class sample various types of wine as
wine trade and tourism minor.
This program will prepare students Mumma shares her vast knowledge of wines. More than 60 people attend
for employment in many different areas the classes on Central Washington University's campus.
of the wine industry, including tourism,
tasting room and wine events, hospitaliATTENTION USERS OF THE
ty services, wine sales and manageORTHOEVRA
ment.
CONTRACEPTIVE
PATCH
This program is open to all students
age 21 and over and some course fees
Recent reports have linked the use of Ortho
may apply.
For more information
www.cwu.edu/-contedhp.
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Pregnant?
You have options.
1-800-395-HELP or in .Ellensburg 925-2273
Free Test. Caring. Confidential.

Evra contraceptive patch with strokes and
blood clots. If you or a loved one used the
Ortho Evra patch and suffered a stroke or
other serious ·side effect, please contact the
Portland law firm of WILLIAMS LOVE
O'LEARY CRAINE & POWERS, P.C. today at:

1 (800)-842-1595
to find out about your legal rights.
This is an attorney advertisement for legal services to be jointly
provided by the following law firms. The individual attorneys listed
below have supervised or approved it. Attorney at WILLIAMS LOVE
O'LEARY CRAINE & POWERS, P.C. are licensed in Oregon and
Washington. Attorneys at KRAFT PAiMER DAVIES PLLC are
licensed in Washington. The above telephone number rings to
Wll.LIAMS LOVE O'LEARY CRAINE & POWERS, P.C. in Portland,
Oregon.
WILLIAMS LOVE O'LEARY CRAINE & POWERS, P.C .
Mike Williams, Esq.
Leslie O'Leary, Esq .
9755 SW Barnes Road, Suite 450
Portland, OR 97225
(503) 295-2924

w
KRAFTPALMERDAVIESPLLC
Lance E. Palmer, Esq.
Kraft Palmer Davies PLLC
720 3rd Avenue, Suite 1510
Seattle, WA 98104-1825
Telephone: (206) 624-8844
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Course prepares students tor career in wine
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Astro"o*Y Club brh1gs
Pla"etariut\t to Ce"tral

1he Chleff aIns
concert a success
The Chieftains are one of
the most popular bands in
the world, having won n.o
less than six Grammy awards
during their 43 years as a
band. Their concert on Monday, Jan. 30, which was sold
out a week prior, was a huge
success. Students and faculty
as well as community members had the pleasure of listening to this irish band

r
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biggest event of the year -- the Bubble
Planetarium.
The Bubble Planetarium is an educational experience where visitors enter
a large inflatable dome with a projector
inside which is used to project various
images for the audience to view. The
dome can hold approximately 30 to 50
people at a time.
The purpose of the Bubble Planetarium is to teach people about the night
time sky, patterns in .the sky, and where
things rise and set in the sky.
"It's a way to provide once-in-a-lifetime learning for the community members, age five to senior citizens," said
Palmquist, in a press release.
Palmquist was recently awarded
2005's Washington State Professor of
the Year by the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching and the
Council for Advancement and Support
of Education.
The club is open to all Central students, as well as Ellensburg commuriity
members.

For more information visit their Web
site at www.cwu.edu!-astroclb!club.

Proiect CAT helps
local .cougars

Justin Mumm/Observer

PK?i< YOt.n< PACi< ANO YOUR RAV~:
F'ORTOOOO~ONLY
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Chris Sheats/Observer

Gary Koehler a wildlife research scientist with the Wildlife Program of
the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife speaks to students and
faculty about cougars living in Kittitas County.
by Tim Vermeulen

Staff reporter
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by TJ McMahon
Staff reporter
A large inflatable dome, star charts
and telescopes. This will be the scene
Saturday March, 4 as the Astronomy
club brings the Bubble Planetarium to
the Mary Grupe Center.
People with an interest in astronomy
or those who just love to star gaze may
want to consider joining the Central
Washington University Astronomy
Club.
Central students and Ellensburg
community members make up the
Astronomy Club which gathers in Lind
Hall from 8 p.m. until 10 p.m. every
Monday night. They discuss astronomy,
plan events, and if the weather cooperates, go to the roof of the building to
observe the sky with Central's telescope.
The Astronomy Club has been in
existence since 1998. The club was
founded by Frida Shroyer, a Central
alumnus, now teaching middle school
science in Fairbanks, Ala. physics professor Bruce Palmquist said.
Club president Tony Smith talked
about the Astronomy Club planning its

---------

Cougars are a growing problem in
Kittitas County. With the population
ever increasing many are wondering
how the humans and cats will co-exsit.
Last Friday, Central Washington University students and the community
spent a portion of their evening listening to Gary Koehler, wildlife research
scientist with the Wildlife Program of
the Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife· (WDFW), . on the lives of
cougars in Kittitas County and how Project CAT (Cougars and Teaching) is
helping them.
"I enjoyed it," Trenton DeBoer, jl!nior law & justice major, said. "It made
me want to learn more about the
aspects [of the program]."
Koehler started the evening by outlining the Project CAT program, which
gives K-12 students in the Cle
Elum/Roslyn school district a chance to
learn by interacting with the cats and
identifying them. Koehler said the goal
of the project is to understand cougar
biology and ecology in developing
areas so the community can better coexist with them.

"It was wonderful and very informative," Keri Karl, senior Spanish education major, said. "I found out more
about Project CAT and the migration
patterns of cougars."
The focus then turned to the locations of the cougars. The WDFW uses
the Global Positioning System (GPS) to
track the big cats. There is about one
adult cougar per 188 kilometers in Kittitas County, which is average for Washington. Koehler said the cougars live
wherever deer and elk are. This presents a challenge to property owners and
developers in an area heavy with deer
and elk, some of whom turn to cougar
hunting to protect their land.
Hunting is the number one cause of
death for cougars. An average of 300
cougars per year are killed by Washington hunters and 60,000 cougar tags for
hunting licenses are sold every year.
The main reason Project CAT was
founded is to educate children about
the animals today so they will be able to
successfully co-exist with the wild cats
in the future.

More information on can be found
at: www.fish.washington.edu!
naturemappinglproject_catl .html.
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Hicks
scores41
in'Cats

loss
by Jake Paquette
Staff reporter

Defense wins championships, but
that doesn't mean you can't go nuts on
offense.
Senior guard Robert Hicks went
wild on Th.ursday against Humboldt
State University hitting his first six
three-pointers. The first three pointer
that Hicks missed came with five minutes remaining in the g~me.
"I was really feeling it," Hicks said.
"The rim was just humongous. A couple shots were real deep and they just
kept going in,"
The numbers Hicks put up offensively were some of the best in school
history. Archives on wildcatsports.com
only date back to the '52-'53 season,
but in the' past 42 years, only two players have broken 40 points in a single
game. Ryan Pepper did it three times
in the '95 season, including his singlegame school record of 46 points. Peppers was 10 of 17 from three-point land
in that game, a school record.
Hicks made a jaw dropping eight of
nine attempts from behind the arc.
That percentage is one of the highest
three-point efficiencies with a minimum of five shots attempted ever
r~corded. With so many three pointers
going in, the senior guard was able to
keep his poise, not letting the records
and the hype destroy his focus.
"I didn't know anything about anything. I was just concentrating on doing
what it took to win," Hicks said.
In the end the Wildcats couldn't
find an answer, losing to Humboldt
State 101-89. Central got to the free
throw line only once in the first half.
"Our guys were playing pretty soft,
tending to shallow away from contact,"
assistant coach Tyce Nasinec said. "We
were not being real aggressive around
the perimeter not taking it to the hoop
strong."
Saturday's game was even worse,
with the Wildcats losing to the Western
Oregon Wolves 68-76. The Wolves are
the second worst team in the conference behind Saint Martin's; the victory
was only their second conference win
this season. For the. weekend, the
Wildcats were outscored from the free
throw. line 47-19.
"We were ·disappointed with our
guys," Nasinec said. "Western Oregon's a team we should have beat. Our
guys didn't match their intensity. We
weren't being cerebral on defense.
They play very up-tempo and physical
on defense, that took us out of our
offense."

Vikings' ship sails into Ellensburg
by Marqise Allen
Staff reporter •

This Saturday at Nicholson,
another chapter will be written
in the rivalry between the Central Washington University
men's basketball team and the
Western Washington Vikings.
The Wildcats and Vikings boast
the top two offenses in the
Great Northwest Athletic Conference.
The Wildcats will have a
difficult task of trying to take
down number two nationally
ranked Western Washington
University. Western is currently
tied with Seattle Pacific University. for first place in the
GNAC with a 16-2 overall
record, 8-1 in conference.
The key to the Vikings sue~

cess is their dominant and
potent offense. Western has the
number one offense in the
GNAC averaging a staggering
95.3 points a game, defeating
opponents by an average of
13.8 points per game.
"They have a lot of veteran
players who have been in the
system for a long time and can
score inside and out," Coach
Greg Sparling said.
Western's offense feeds off
the play of the two top scorers
in the GNAC, senior guards
Ryan Diggs a.nd Grant Dykstra;
Diggs averages 23.4 points per
game and Dykstra averages
22.2. Containing these two
players will be crucial, if the
Wildcats hope to _win this
game.
"It's not to often you see

two kids on the same team
going for the school scoring
record at the same time, I
haven't seen that in coaching,"
Sparling said.
The offense is at the root of
the Vikings success because
they have the third worst
defense in the conference; letting opponents score 81.5
points per game.Jhis will ultimately be the deciding factor
in the game.
Will Central's offense be
able to take advantage of Western's porous defense and slow
down their offense?
"In the past we missed a lot
of easy shots, and often times
took the first shot we had,"
Sparling said. "We have to take
the best shot possible not the
first one."

Central's offense ranks
number two in the GNAC,
scoring an average of 87.6
points per game.
The Wildcats have two
great scorers-of their own in
junior forward/guard Lance
Den Boer, who averages 19.3
points per game, and senior
guard Chris Bannish averaging
17.3 points per game.
The match ups to look for
in the game will be Central's
freshman guard Johnny Spevak
and senior guard Chris Bannish
against Western's senior guards
Ryan Diggs and Grant Dykstra.
"You're going to have to
pressure him, and always give
him token pressure," freshman
guard Johnny Spevak said
about Diggs.
Senior guard Chris Bannish

has the same idea for containing Grant Dykstra.
"We have to make him take
tough shots, and always keep a
hand in his face," Bannish said.
"Last time we played them, he
had too many easy transition
buckets."
A win against Western
would be huge for· Central,
coming off of a four game losing streak.
"A win here would erase
everything that has happened
in the past four games," said
Bannish.
Both teams have high scoring offenses but it's their
defenses that leave something
to be desired. This Saturday
should turn out to be an exciting and entertaining offensive
explosion.
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Corwin's heart led her to the court
tie hard and a really big change for me,"
Corwin said. "It will still be interesting
to be in another country though."
Having played soccer, track & field,
Corwin, who is the lone senior on
softball and basketball throughout her the team and one of only three returnlife, senior Jamie Corwin will tell you ing starters from last season, said she is
that she loves playing all sports. Luckily considering many options for life after
for the Central women's
graduating - some of which
team, she chose to pursue a
don't involve basketball.
career in basketball.
As a fashion merchandise major, Corwin is look"Basketball is the one
sport I really loved," Corwin
ing to possibly pursue a
said. "It's just so much fun
career in the fashion indusbeing out on the court."
try. She even has potential
The 5-11 forward has
internships lined up for after
also shown an uncanny abilshe graduates.
ity to put the ball in the hoop
"I'm really enjoying my
for the past two years that
major right now, so I really
Jamie
she has been at Central. This
want to see how that goes. If
season alone she has been a
basketball doesn't workout I
Corwin
large part of the Wildcat's
can fall back on something I
senior
have a lot of interest in,"
offensive production . Not
forward
only does she have the highCorwin said.
est scoring average on the
For right now, her numteam with 15.9 points per game, but ber one priority is leading the women's
she also has been the leading scorer for hoops team, which currently sits sixth
the Wildcats in nine of the 16 games in the Great Northwest Athletic Conference standing with a 4-5 record, to a
they have played.
Corwin started her collegiate career successful season.
at the University of San Diego where
The Wildcats, who just came off a
she was offered a basketball scholarship hard fought loss to Seattle University
right out of high school. After playing last Saturday, have a legitimate chance
for the USD Toreros for two years she to improve their record tonight when
transferred to Central looking to Corwin will lead them against a winless
improve both her game and the Wildcat Western Or~gon University team at
women's squad. So far, so good.
home.
Her season high came last DecemAccording to Corwin, her lead~rship
ber in Seattle when she poured in 27 skills are one area where she thinks she
points and a career-high five steals at needs to get better.
the Showdown in the Sound against
"Sometimes I think I need to
Western Washington University.
improve my role as a leader," Corwin
With such an amazing offensive . said. "Not only by playing well, but by
proficiency, a career in hoops after stepping up in certain situations."
graduation is one of many possible
To improve as a team, Corwin also
said that with a lot of first year players
opportunities for Corwin.
"It's hard at the Division II level to the chemistry of the team has not
find players that go on and play at the always been at its best.
professional level," said women's bas"We probably need to come togeth. ketball Coach Jeff Whitney. "But with er overall as a team," Corwin said .
Jamie's skills, she could definitely play ·"Team chemistry has gotten a lot better
recently though and hopefully in the
overseas."
Although nothing is set in stone, last ten games that can help us."
Corwin said that there are a lot of teams
Whether they are a close-knit group
in Europe that she could play for and or not, Corwin has helped the team to a
that her "coaches know some people" solid 9-7 overall record so far.
that can get her associated with clubs
Abig reason why Corwin decided to
transfer to Central was Shelley Corwin,
across the Atlantic.
"Playing overseas is a player's best her older sister and recent Central gradbet," Whitney said.
uate. If it wasn't for the influence of
For Corwin, however, picking up Shelley, who Corwin said "understands
and mov'ing her life across the sea may where I am coming from," the San
be a difficult decision.
Diego Toreros may still be benefiting
"It [playing overseas] might be a lit- from Corwin's skills and not the current
by Seth Williams
Staff reporter

Women's
hoops
break even
over the
weekend
by Casey Donovan
Staff reporter

Jamie Corwin shoots over Western's Tina Donahue Justin Mumm/ Observer
at the Showdown in the Sound on December 17.

Wildcats.
Thankfully, Corwin is in Ellensburg,
where she has at least two more months
of games to dominate and where the
women's basketball team is trying to
win ten more games in a tough GNAC
league. With her future uncertain Cor-

win is trying to take things in stride and
not let the pressure of big upcoming
games against Humboldt State and
Western Washington University get to
her.
"Right now I'm trying to have fun,"
Corwin said.

After winning three in a row, the
Central Washington University Wildcats have dropped two of their last
three, including last Saturday's defeat
again,st the Seattle University Redhawks 55-47.
The Wildcats of recent have heen
struggling in many facets of the game
including shooting percentage, where
they only shot 30 percent from the field
in their loss to the Redhawks.
"The game was in reach/' Coach
Jeff Whitney said, "but we were unable
to execute and win the game."
Besides the trifecta of Co'rwin,
Wright, and Hull who combined for 32
points against Seattle, the Wildcats are
struggling to get offense from the rest of
the team in most games this season.
In the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference game, Central jumped out
to a 13 point lead just seven minutes
into the contest. All of the sudden, the
Wildcats couldn't hit the broadside of a
barn. Central managed to score only
seven points in just under 14 minutes.
This let Seattle right back into the game
as the Redhawks led at halftime by
three at 28-25.
Seattle burned the Cats for 32
points in the paint, with Central
accounting for 10 points in the paint.
Seattle's bench was equally impressive
posting 2 7 points to the Central benches 10.
·
The Wildcats will host conference
opponent Western Oregon in what
should be an easy victory against a
team that has yet to win a game all season. But Coach Whitney is still preaching to his team that they must go one
game at a time and not look ahead to
bigger matchups.
"In our conference it doesn't matter

Central 41400 takes.top spots at 2nd uw Open
For the next few weeks, the coaching staff is giving the track and field
team a break from competition.
The Wildcats scheduled a partial
The women's 4X400-meter relay
dusted the competition for a first place squad to attend the UW Invitational so
fi nish runni ng 4:07.36 minutes on Jan. the results were few and far between.
29 at the University of Washington
Both the men and women competOpen #2 . Sophomore Chel sea Evans, ed against Division 1 and Division 2
freshman Amanda Gius, fres hman schools such as Florida State University,
Rachael Kaercher, and seni or Lindy Seattle ~ac ifi c University and Western
Mullen kept the Wildcat pride strong Oregon University during the UW
Open #2 . Senior Lindy Mullen took
during the meet.
The Central Washington University , fifth place in the 800-meter run with a
indoor track and field team has had a time of 2:20.02 minutes. Senior Brandy
successful couple of weeks. Some of Anderson ran 18:23.20 in the 5,000~
t_he momentum was set by junior dis- meter run securing sixth.
Sophomore Haley Amos secured
tance runner Katie Hummel last week
at the Washington State University third place in the women's pole vault
Open where she set a new record in the with a jump of 11 -03.75 feet. Adkisson
3,0QO-meter run with a time of · said the high jumps and long jumps will
be able to hold their own.
10:16.86 minutes.
The men also did well; the 4X400"She came from a D[ivision 1J
school so we knew she'd be a top com- meter relay took third place with a time
petitor," head coach Kevin Adkisson of 3:37.09. The runners to secure that
·said . As each week passes, the coach- sport were senior Geoff Anderson,
ing staff is getting a better grasp on what freshman Corey Cronkhite, freshman
their athletes can do and who may go Sean Doyle and senior Jason Roberts.
Central's big name thrower, junior
to na.tionals this year.
by Korben Cook
Staff reporter

Cameron Neel, took fo urth place in the
we ight throw with 51-09.00 feet, with
teammate freshma n Matthew Valdez
taking tenth with 45-02.25 feet.
Central is tearing it up in their conference. So far in the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference, which Central is a
part of, th e women are holding first
place in the 400 meter, 3,000 n:ieter,
and shotpu t. The men are firs t in the
200 meter, 60 meter hurdles, and shotput.
The Wildcats will be abl e to show
their stuff next in the McDonald's Collegiate Invitational. Adkisson said it's
mainly the throwers who are competing
and other athletes can go if they want to
compete. The McDonald's Collegiate
Invitati onal is ·in Moscow, Idaho on
Feb. 3 and 4.
"Competing every week indoors is
not easy," Adkisson said. Since the athletes are still getting their bodies used to
the stress, the coaching staff is trying to
give their athletes a chance to rest from
competition. But fear not, the Wildcats
will be ready to compete at the championships.
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The weekly sports . face-off
Polamalu or Tatupu: who's the better former Trojan?
Troy Polamalu is more than
solid unit. He makes the calls in
just a safety on an NFL team.
the heat of battle, when there is
He's more than just one of the
no margin for error, and I'm not
most dynamic defensive playdownplaying that. This is the NFL,
ers in football. Troy Polamalu
and few first year players make
embodies what the Pittsburgh
that type of an impact. He's had a
Steelers are, and it starts and
great year.
ends with heart. You take him
Football is about longevity
off their defensive unit, and
though. I look at Polamalu and
they aren't the same team. You
see a player who came in the
make them a different team,
league three years ago, and has
and they aren't in the Super
gotten better ever since. Next
Bowl.
year, if Seattle expects to remain
He's the blood and guts of
on
top, Tatupu will need to
Ted Feinberg
the Steeler D. Right now, Mike
improve. Great rookie season. But
Guest reporter
Holmgren is thinking about
in the NFL, yesterday's big news is
how to slow down Ben Roethtoday's dust. Perspectives change.
1isberger. He's thinking about
Just like many Seahawk fans wanthow to block Joey Porter. And
ed Mike Holmgren out years ago,
he's trying to figure out how to contain Polanow they can't stop singing his praises. Is this a
malu. When you throw, he's covering ground
fluke? Or will he continue to climb? I'm not
in the defensive backfield like a heat-seeking
ready to declare him one of the NFL's best just
missile. When Seattle runs the football, it will
yet.
be Polamalu up in the box, looking to make
I'm not saying that the Steelers are going to
the stop. He's versatile, aggressive and frightbeat the Seahawks on Sunday evening. I'm not
ening to play against.
saying that the Seahawks are terrible and overOn top of that, the third year safety is
rated. All I'm saying is that Troy Polamalu is
incredibly clutch. When the lights are brightbetter then Lofa Tatupu. I'm not a biased fan. I
est, his play improves. That's the mark of a spe- see football globally, not with tunnel vision.
cial player. When the heat goes up on the play- And I know that Polamalu is incredible.
ing field, Polamalu becomes a predator. As the
So yeah, I'm not a psychic. And no, I don't
games get bigger, he takes his performance to
know who is going to win on Sunday. But I do
another level.
know that Troy Polamalu is a force. If the SeaNow with that being said, I also know what hawks want to move the football, they better
Tatupu has done for Seattle this season. He's a
account for him. Eithe,r way, he'll make plays.
rookie, playing middl~ linebacker on a very
It just depends how many.

WILDCATS: Women's
basketball at season's halfway point
~ continued from

10

who you play," Whitney said. "If we
can get a win against Western Oregon,
it can propel us into our game on Saturday."
If the Wildcats fail to win tonight,
you can more than likely kiss their postseason chances goodbye. The game
plan against Oregon should be nothing
more than playing the same basketball
that they have been playing all year.
"More than likely the top three from
the conference are going to be in the
postseason tournament," Coach Jeff
Whitney said. "I think anyone third
through sixth is in a good position to
make their way to the top of the confer-

enG:e."
Since the conference is so bunched
up, teams are capable of jumping up or
down many positions depending if they
win or not. Central is right on the bubble when concerning whether or not
they wi II make the cut for the postseason.
As of right now, the Cats sit at 9-7
overall, and by seasons end could at
best be 19-7 if they are able to beat
some teams that proved too much for
Central in the early part of the season.
"The thing is that we have ten games
left in the season that are all winnable,"
Whitney said.
As for now; Central needs to look no
further than this weekend as they will
play Humboldt State who defeated the

Vs

When I first told people
rookie contract he has helped his famwhat I was writing about this
ily recover from financial difficulties,
week the reactions were
caused by shady business from his
almost unanimous.
father's former agent. He helped his
"How can you argue
sister buy a car and has helped his
that?" Various doubters said
mother with medical bills. Some may
to me. "[Troy] Polamalu is
say it's a weak argument pointing out
way better than [Lofa]
good character. I have two words for
Tatupu."
~
those critics, Koren Robinson.
In a vacuum the doubters
The son of New England Patriot's
are right. The only thing Polarunning back Mosi Tatupu, and grandmalu does bettenhan fill out
son of a South Pacific middleweight
a stat sheet is cover the field.
boxing champ, Tatupu was around
And with Polamalu I mea,n
football
his whole life. In high school
Pat Brown
the whole field, deflecting a
he played middle linebacker and
Sports
pass, taking down a running
quarterback, making 110 tackles on
Editor
back at the line of scrimdefense, throwing for 800 yards and
mage. It often seems as if
10 touchdowns, and also rushing for
there are two or three Pola450 yards and five touchdowns.
malu's playing.
Even though he excelled in all aspects of
With all that said I wouldn't trade our midthe game and had the NFL pedigree, Tatupu
dle linebacker for anyone. Yes, barely six foot
was not highly recruited. After being rejected
and 225 pounds is small for a middle linefor a scholarship at the University of New
backer. His 4.6 speed is not terribly impressive,
Hampshire, Tatupu went to University of
especially considering that former Seahawk
Maine. He was the team's defensive rookie of
Anthony Simmons clocked a 4.4. It doesn't
the year and ran back kickoffs . .After his freshbother Mike Holmgren though, so why should
man year he transferred to his father's alma
it bother anyone else?
mater, USC and walked on.
"He's a football player," Holmgren said in a
Tatupu is an underdog. Various universities
Seattle limes article. "What does that mean? It
snubbed him. Scouts obsessed with bench
means instinct. It means intuition. It means
press workouts and 40 times overlooked him
studying and how he prepares."
· and said he was drafted too high. He isn't a
You can see his leadership before the snap;
freak of nature athlete, he is a jack-of-all-trades,
directing traffic like Peyton Manning does with
his biggest strength is his versatility.
his offense.
All Tatupu has ever done is win. That's
Off the field he is a stand up guy. With his
good enough for me.

Wildcats 87-74. In that game Laura
Wright had 26 points, so look for her to
be big on Saturday night. Jamie Corwin
played in only 11 minutes of the game
with four points to show for. "Jamie got
into early foul trouble and that hurt us,
and without her we still hung in the
game," Whitney said.
If Central can get good play from its
big three and small contributions from
the rest of the team, Central could be
looking to be ahead and come out of
Nicholson with a win at night's end.
Central should try some new things
against Western Oregon to try and' find
a new scheme or idea for Humboldt
State and stop Jenna Washington, who
dropped 30 on the Wildcats last game.
A zone or double team attack might
prevent from such an outbreak again by
the senior.
"The main thing is that we need to
continue to execute ·and play hard,"
'A:'hitney said.

Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!
The Army's Health Professioos
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition; :O<loks and Fees

!S'l 279 Stipend Pav ·
Commission as an Armv Officer

For. more informlltion about Army l\-tedical Depart1nent
opportunities please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S.. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Ce~J: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free

OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS
PRE-PAID LEGAL SERVICES
will be expanding our services in the
Ellensburg area. We are looking for
new associates to help us build our
business. For information, please
contact Angela 509-67 4-9499
SUMMER JOB? IDRING FULLTIME MANAGERS AND
PAINTERS. $8-$10 per/hr,+ bonuses! No Experience necessary. Jobs in
WA, OR, ID. Apply at 888-277-9787
or www.collegepro.com
WIDCH IS WORTH MORE TO
YOU? A cup of coffee or peace of
mind knowing you have access to a
lawyer when you need one. To learn
more on how to access the legal system for a low monthly cost, call
Angela, your local Independent
Associate today, 509-674-9499

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED For cute, fully furnished bedroom in new house close to CWU at
1705 N. Water. Includes use of washer/dryer. $340 per month plus 1/3
utilities Must be responsible, clean,
quiet, non-smokers who love pets.
Reduced rent for yard work/pet care.
Call Linda at 933-4272 or 899-0284.
APARTMENT FOR RENT 2
bedrm apt for rent. 1 block from
campus! $625. 117 E 11th Willowdale Apartments. Call (425)641-1230 ask for Larry or leave
msg. 1119
5 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT 2 blocks from CWU. No
Smoking, No Pets. W/D, dishwasher
$1600/mo + utilities, $2000 security
deposit 206-618-0300 1112
LOOKING· FOR B~ .LFS50NS?

Experienced studio to teach beginners and advanced students. All
styles and musical backgrounds
accepted. For more info email:
JoshHowle@hotmail.com

For a limited time,
PART TIME AUTO MECHANIC
NEEDED. ASE Certified preferred.
962-4000 1112

GUITAR LESSONS BY CASEY
MOORE Guitar lessons for beginners of all ages, contact Casey at:
425-221-8437 or email casey.guitarlessons@gmail.com

FEMALE SINGER, SONGWRITER, and guitarist looking
for other musicians interested in
jamming and performing. Email
Amy: playground77@hotmail.com

LEARN TO PLAY THE DRUMS

MAKE A DIFFERENCE - Work
with bilingual kids from throughout
central Washington. Become a
Bridges mentor. Call Veronica @
963-1347.

on my set or yours. Brush up on
your skills, or:.start from the
beginning. I also fix and tune up
drum sets andequipment. Lesso~s
are $10 for each half-hour or
sign up for 5 lessons for $40.
Call anytime (425) 466-5927

SUPPORT YOUR FAVORITE
SEATTLE FOOTBALL TEAM!!!

the Observer is
offering FREE
classified ads
to students on a
space available
basis.
ADS MUST BE
EMAILED to
pagec@cwu.edu
by 5 pm Monday

m
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